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Abstract
Using asset prices I estimate the marginal value of capital under general assumptions about technology and preferences. The state-space measure of marginal
q relies on the joint measurability of the value function, i.e. …rm market value, and
its underlying …rm state variables. Unlike existing methodologies, the state-space
measure of marginal q requires only very few general restrictions on the stochastic
discount factor and the …rm investment technology, and it uses only market values
maximally correlated with the underlying state variables implied by the model.
Consistently with a large class of neoclassical investment models, I construct the
state-space marginal q using the …rm capital stock and pro…tability shocks. I show
how this new measure of real investment opportunities increases the correlation
with investment and provides more plausible and robust estimates of capital adjustment costs.
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Tobin’s Q-theory of investment emphasizes a deep theoretical connection between …nancial markets and the real economy: a single (relative) market price, also known as
Tobin’s (average) Q, is a su¢ cient statistic to describe investment behavior (Hayashi,
1982). The use of the “observable” Q-ratio has since been very popular among researchers, despite a long-standing consensus that its restrictive underlying assumptions
of perfect competition and homogeneity may be misspeci…ed, particularly at the …rm
level. Under more general assumptions regarding the nature of technology and markets
“unobservable”marginal q often becomes the relevant su¢ cient statistic for investment.1
How do we measure marginal q in such more general economic environments?
I propose a general procedure to measure marginal q that is both theoretically justi…ed, and useful, empirically. Under general regularity conditions for the existence and
di¤erentiability of the value function as well as for the measurement of the …rm state
variables, I show how the marginal value of capital or marginal q can be easily estimated
as (market) price elasticity of capital using a two-stage procedure, which I refer to as
state-space approach. First, I project the observable market values - i.e. value function onto the measurable …rm-level state-space, which includes also the …rm capital stock, and
then I di¤erentiate the projected market values with respect to the …rm capital stock to
obtain the marginal value of capital. The key insight underlying the state-space measure
of marginal q rests on the joint measurability of the value function - i.e. market values and the underlying set of …rm state variables. Unlike the demand side of the economy,
where we get to observe neither the value function - i.e. indirect utility - nor its underlying state variables including above all household’s wealth, in the production side of the
economy we do get to observe, or at least easily measure in most cases, both the value
function - i.e. market values - and its underlying state variables including above all the
stock of capital. Although some of the …rm’s state variables are not directly available,
they can be readily constructed from observables in most cases.
1

Possible departures from homogeneity include market power or decreasing returns to scale in pro-

duction (Gomes, 2001; Cooper and Ejarque, 2003; Abel and Eberly, 2011), and inhomogeneous costs of
investment (Abel and Eberly, 1994, 1997; Cooper and Haltiwanger, 2006).
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Consistently with a large class of neoclassical investment models, I identify empirically
the …rm capital stock and pro…tability shock as the key state variables for market values
and investment. I construct the state-space measure of marginal q, which can then be
ultimately used to address several open questions in economics. In this paper I focus on
the estimation of capital adjustment costs.
Abel and Blanchard (1986) and Gilchrist and Himmelberg (1995, 1998) o¤er an alternative methodology to measure marginal q. They propose using VAR-based forecasts of
the future expected marginal pro…t of capital. However, their approach requires explicit
functional forms for the marginal revenue product of capital, the marginal adjustment
cost, and the stochastic discount factor. Furthermore, their approach also imposes important restrictions on the formation of expectations which are outside of the structural
model. Di¤erently, the state-space approach only requires standard regularity conditions
for the existence and di¤erentiability of the value function as well as for the measurement of the …rm-level state variables. These conditions are generally satis…ed in any
well-behaved model of investment. In addition, the state-space approach imposes more
discipline over the choice of …rm-level state variables as implied by the structural model.
The Euler equation approach (e.g. Abel (1980), Shapiro (1986), and Whited (1992),
among others) also provides an alternative methodology to estimate marginal q. Exploiting the …rst-order condition for investment, one can replace unobservable marginal q
with a parameterized marginal investment cost in the Euler equation, and then estimate
it using structural GMM. However, also this approach requires speci…c functional forms
for the marginal pro…t of capital and the stochastic discount factor. In contrast, the
state-space approach requires signi…cantly fewer restrictions on the functional forms of
technology and preferences, and can be implemented using fairly standard linear estimation methods rather than resorting to nonlinear GMM techniques.
More recently, Gala and Gomes (2013) propose a new methodology to estimate investment equation directly by approximating the optimal investment policy as function
of a model’s underlying state variables. The policy function approximation is particularly
useful to describe …rm investment behavior and quantify, through a statistical variance
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decomposition, the importance of various state variables, and corresponding class of investment models. However, the policy function approximation, while requiring fewer
structural restrictions than the state-space approach, does not provide direct identi…cation of marginal q. The state-space approach, instead, provides direct identi…cation and
estimates of marginal q imposing only standard restrictions on the …rm production technologies, and almost no restrictions on the functional forms of the stochastic discount
factor and …rm investment technologies.
Unlike these estimation methodologies, which do not rely on asset prices, the statespace measure of marginal q makes an e¢ cient use of market values. In the construction of
marginal q, I only use market values, which are maximally correlated with the underlying
fundamentals or “instrumented”market values. As such, the state-space approach avoids
measurement error problems induced, for instance, by potential stock market ine¢ ciencies
(Blanchard, Rhee and Summers (1993), Erickson and Whited (2000)). Therefore, the
methodology I propose for testing investment equations is e¤ectively a “di¤erential IV
estimation” procedure, whereby I test the standard …rst-order condition for investment
using the …rst-order derivative of “instrumented”market values with respect to the capital
stock.
While the focus in this paper is mainly on investment models only with frictions to
capital adjustment, it is easy to modify the state-space approach to accommodate labor
market frictions and …nancial market imperfections. Intuitively, any deviations from
frictionless labor markets and/or from the Modigliani-Miller theorem imply that the
value function and the optimal investment policy now depend on an augmented set of
measurable state variables, which also include employment and/or net …nancial liabilities.
Those additional state variables would indeed accommodate investment models with
labor market frictions as in Merz and Yashiv (2007), and Bazdresch, Belo, and Lin
(2013), and …nancial frictions as in Hennessy, Levy, and Whited (2004), Bustamante
(2011), Bolton, Chen, and Wang (2012), and Bolton, Schaller, and Wang (2013).
This paper contributes to the literature in two signi…cant ways. First, and foremost, it
provides a new general methodology to estimate shadow prices in production economies.
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Unlike existing methodologies, the state-space measure of marginal q makes an e¢ cient
use of market values, and requires only standard regularity conditions for the existence
and di¤erentiability of the value function. Imposing almost no restrictions on the functional forms of the stochastic discount factor and …rm investment technologies makes the
estimate of the shadow value of capital more robust to model misspeci…cation. Second,
I obtain estimates of capital adjustment costs, which are both more plausible and more
robust to model misspeci…cation than existing ones.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the general
model, the implied value and optimal investment functions, and how to estimate empirically the marginal value of capital as function of the key state variables. In Section 3,
I describe the data and the empirical implementations including the main …ndings. I
conclude with a discussion of the potential extensions and generalization of the approach
in Section 4. The Appendices contain additional estimation details, and a detailed review
of the alternative methodologies available to estimate marginal q.

I.

A General Model of Investment

This section describes the general model of corporate investment. I use a generalized version of the model in Abel and Eberly (1994), which allows for a weakly concave production
technology and asymmetric, non-convex and possibly discontinuous capital adjustment
costs. This model is ‡exible enough to include the large majority of investment models
in the literature as special cases.

A. Production and Investment Technologies
Consider a …rm that uses capital and a vector of costlessly adjustable inputs, such as labor, to produce a nonstorable output. At each point of time, the …rm chooses the amounts
of costlessly adjustable inputs to maximize the value of its revenue minus expenditures on
these inputs. Let

(Kit ; Ait ) denote the maximized value of this instantaneous operating
4

pro…t at time t, where Kit is …rm i’s capital stock at time t and Ait is a random variable representing uncertainty in technology, in the prices of costlessly adjustable inputs,
and/or in the demand facing the …rm.
Assumption 1. Pro…t. The function
A

(K; A) > 0; and (ii)

KK

:K

(K; A)

A ! R satis…es: (i)

K

(K; A) > 0 and

0.

This formulation of the pro…t function allows the …rm to be either a price-taker or a
price-setter. The random variable Ait evolves according to a di¤usion process:
dAit =

A

(Ait ;

t ) dt

+

A

(Ait ;

A
t ) dWit

(1)

where dWitA is standard Wiener process. The vector of aggregate random variables,

t,

summarizes the state of the economy and evolves as
d

t

=

(

t ) dt

+

(

(2)

t ) dWt

with dWt being a vector of standard Wiener processes independent of dWitA . The general
formulation in (1) allows for common systematic variation in the shocks to technology,
prices of costlessly adjustable inputs, and demand facing the …rm.
Capital is acquired by undertaking gross investment at rate I, and the capital stock
depreciates at a …xed proportional rate

0, so that the capital stock evolves according

to
dKit = (Iit

(3)

Kit ) dt:

When the …rm undertakes gross investment, it incurs costs, which reduce operating profits. The adjustment costs are summarized by the function

(I; K).

Assumption 2. Adjustment Costs. The function

K ! R+ satis…es: (i) twice

continuously di¤erentiable for I 6= I (K); (ii)
(I

I (K))

0; (iv)

K

()

0; and (v)

II

()

:I

(I (K) ; K) = 0; (iii)

I

()

0.

Conditions (ii) and (iii) imply that capital adjustment costs are non negative and minimized at the natural rate of investment, I (K). This is generally assumed to be either
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0 or K depending on whether adjustment costs apply to gross or net capital formation.
Assumption 2 allows for the possibility of very general non-convex and discontinuous
adjustment costs. A general function satisfying all the conditions in
8
'
+
>
f + K + p+ I + ' I IK(K) K if I > I
>
>
<
(I; K) =
0
if I = I
>
>
'
>
I I (K)
: f K +p I +
K if I < I
'

where the constants f + , f , p+ , p ,

f+ R f

+

,

(K)
(4)

(K)
(K)

, and ' are all non-negative. The constant

0 denotes non-convex and discontinuous …xed cost of investment incurred

whenever I 6= I (K). The constant p+
+

per unit of capital, and
('

K

Assumptions 2 is:

p

0 denotes the purchase and sale price

0 allows for potentially asymmetric and convex

2) adjustment costs re‡ecting costly reversibility. The standard smooth quadratic

adjustment costs are obtained as special case of (4) with ' = 2, p+ = p > 0,

=

+

>

0, and f + = f = 0:

B. Optimal Investment Decisions
Each …rm chooses optimal investment by maximizing the expected present value of operating pro…t,

(K; A) less total investment cost

(I; K). The value of the …rm is

thus
V (Kit ; Ait ;

t)

= max Et
fIt+s g

Z

1

t+s

[ (Kit+s ; Ait+s )

(Iit+s ; Kit+s )] ds

(5)

t

0

subject to the capital accumulation equation in (3), the …rm shock process in (1), the
dynamics for the vector of aggregate random variables in (2), and the pricing-kernel
dynamics
d

t

=

r(

t ) dt

(

t

where rt denotes the instantaneous riskless rate, and

(6)

t ) dWt

(

t)

denotes the market prices

of risks associated with the vector of aggregate systematic shocks,
2

The vector

t

2
t.

summarizes the aggregate state of the economy, which potentially includes aggregate

shocks to productivity, wages, relative price of investment goods, and household preferences.
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The …rm value function V (K; A; ) satis…es the following Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
(HJB):3
0 = max f [ (K; A)

(I; K)] + D [ V ]g

I

(7)

with D [ ] denoting the in…nitesimal generator of the Markov processes A and

, and the

process K
D [M ( )] =

A ( ) MA +

2
A

2

()
MAA +
2

applied to the discounted …rm value

( )M +

()
M
2

+ (I

K) MK

V , along with the transversality (“no bubble”)

condition:
lim Et [j

T !1

t+T Vit+T j]

= 0:

Substituting for D [ V ] in (7), the optimal investment policy then satis…es
I (q; K) = arg max [qI
I

(8)

(I; K)]

where the marginal value of capital q VK , by the Fayman-Kac Theorem, is equal to
Z 1
t+s
q (Kit ; Ait ; t ) = Et
e s
ds:
(9)
K (Kit+s ; Ait+s )
K Iit+s ; Kit+s
0

t

As shown in Abel and Eberly (1994), the marginal q is the present value of the stream of
expected marginal pro…t of capital which consists of two components:
operating pro…t accruing to capital, and

K

K

is the marginal

is the reduction in the adjustment cost

accruing to the marginal unit of capital.

C. Measuring Marginal q
The shadow value of capital or marginal q in (9) does not yield an explicit closed form
solution under the general conditions under consideration. Hence, we cannot directly test
the optimal investment policies in (8), unless we can measure the unobservable marginal
q.
3

For simplicity of exposition, we have suppressed the …rm and time subscripts i and t.
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C.1 State-Space Approach
I propose a new methodology to measure marginal q that rests on the joint measurability
of the …rm value function, V ( ), and its underlying state variables,

= fKit ; Ait ;

t g.

Speci…cally, I can measure marginal q according to its de…nition as partial derivative of
the observable value function - i.e. market value of the …rm - with respect to its observable
capital stock, q

VK ( ).4

First, I approximate the (scaled) market value of …rm i at time t, Qit

Vit =Kit , using

a tensor product polynomial in the state variables as
vit

log Qit =

nk X
n
na X
X

[kit ]jk

cjk ;ja ;j

[ait ]ja

[

t]

j

+

(10)

it

jk =0 ja =0 j =0

where kit

log Kit , ait

log Ait , and

it

captures measurement error in market values.5

Given the state-space variables kit , ait and

t,

the coe¢ cients cjk ;ja ;j are the subject of

the estimation procedure. Then, I estimate the marginal q according to its de…nition of
partial derivative of the value function as
!
nk X
n
na X
X
bit
@
log
Q
b
b
b
cjk ;ja ;j
qbit = Qit 1 +
= Qit 1 +
@ log Kit
j =0 j =0 j =0
k

jk

[kit ]

jk 1

[ait ]

ja

[

j

t]

a

(11)

Rather than imposing additional restrictive conditions concerning the functional forms
of the stochastic discount factor and adjustment cost functions, the state-space approach
only requires general regularity conditions for the existence and di¤erentiability of the
value function as well as for the measurement of the …rm-level state variables.

C.1.1 Measuring the State Variables In order to estimate marginal q using the statespace approach, we need to measure the relevant state variables in
4

. First, we focus on

The identi…cation of marginal q rests on the ability to identify the exogenous state variables, A and

.

Therefore, the selection of the relevant state variables for the representation of the value function should
always include the exogenous state variables implied by the model (or any one-to-one transformation).
5
Under the null of the model, the value function, V , depends only on the set of state variables .
Therefore, I estimate the value function under the standard assumption that …rm intrinsic values are
observed only with error by the econometrician.
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the …rm-level state variables K and A. The …rm capital stock, K, is directly observable.
Di¤erently, the …rm shocks, A, are not directly observable, but can be easily estimated
using the theoretical restrictions imposed by the model. As standard in the literature,
and in accordance with Assumption 1, the operating pro…t evaluated at the optimal
choice of the costlessly adjustable inputs of production can be represented as:
(12)

(K; A) = AK
where

denotes the share of capital in revenue. I estimate the …rm shocks, A, following

the procedure in Cooper and Haltiwanger (2006). See Appendix for more details.
Given a large panel of …rms, one can also account for unobserved time-invariant
heterogeneity across …rms by allowing the constant term c0;0;0 in (10) to be …rm-speci…c.
The complete knowledge of the aggregate state variables in

is not necessary for the

purpose of estimating …rm level marginal q. In fact, one can capture the impact of all
unobserved aggregate state variables by allowing for time-speci…c polynomial coe¢ cients
in (10). Speci…cally, one can …t a separate cross-section of (scaled) …rm market values
for each year as
vit

log Qit =

nk X
na
X

bjk ;ja ;t

[kit ]jk

[ait ]ja +

it

(13)

jk =0 ja =0

where I have suppressed the direct dependence on the aggregate state variables,

, and I

have allowed the polynomial coe¢ cients bjk ;ja ;t to vary over time. For easy of exposition
and comparison with the existing literature, I focus the empirical analysis on unobserved
aggregate variation that a¤ects only linearly the value function.6

D. Discussion
In general, we cannot directly observe shadow prices. Therefore, most of the literature
follows Hayashi (1982) and assumes perfectly competitive …rms with homogeneous pro…t
6

Gala (2012) allows aggregate state variables to enter non-additively the value function and investi-

gates alternative state-space representations of asset prices.
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function,

( ), and investment cost function,

( ), to derive expression for q in terms

of observable variables. Speci…cally, Abel and Eberly (1994) prove that if
( ) are homogeneous of degree
to average or Tobin’s Q: q =
follows as a special case with

( ) and

in both I and K, then marginal q is proportional
V
.
K

Hayashi (1982) conditions of linear homogeneity

= 1: The theoretical appeal of Q-theory lies on the fact

that it is possible to summarize all relevant information about the state variables in a
single (relative) market price. While this is often convenient and may well be a useful
approximation in aggregate environments where homogeneity assumptions are more likely
to hold, the identi…cation and measurement of marginal q with (average) Tobin’s Q under
these restrictive homogeneity assumptions o¤er a fairly poor …t to the data at the …rm
level (e.g. Gala and Gomes (2013), among others).
I show instead how one can still use asset prices to estimate directly marginal q under
general assumptions concerning technology and preferences. The state-space measure of
marginal q rests on the joint measurability of the value function - i.e. market values
- and the underlying set of state variables. As long as the observable value function
depends on a set of measurable …rm-level state variables, we can estimate marginal q
by di¤erentiating the projection of market values onto the …rm level “state-space” with
respect to the capital stock. The successful empirical identi…cation of the marginal value
of capital does not require the complete identi…cation and measurement of all state
variables a¤ecting the value function, but only the identi…cation of a subset a¤ecting
its partial derivative with respect to capital. As such, the state-space estimate of the
marginal q is robust to the omission of any state variable that is independent of the …rm
capital stock. In addition, when using a large panel of …rms, it is possible to allow for
…rm …xed e¤ects to account for unobserved time-invariant …rm heterogeneity. Similarly,
one can allow for time-speci…c polynomial coe¢ cients to fully account for the impact of
any aggregate state variable.
Abel and Blanchard (1986) and Gilchrist and Himmelberg (1995) o¤er an alternative methodology to measure marginal q. They propose estimating marginal q using
VAR-based forecasts of the future expected marginal pro…t of capital according to the
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de…nition in (9) - see Appendix for more details. However, their approach requires explicit simplifying assumptions, suitable for linear VAR, concerning the functional forms
for the marginal revenue product of capital,
the stochastic discount factor,

K,

the marginal adjustment cost,

K,

and

. Furthermore, their approach also imposes important

restrictions on the formation of expectations which are outside of the structural model.
In contrast, the state-space approach only requires standard regularity conditions for
the existence and di¤erentiability of the value function as well as for the identi…cation
and measurement of the …rm-level state variables (indeed, it can accommodate a larger
class of functional forms beyond those suitable for linear VARs). These conditions are
generally satis…ed in any well-behaved model of investment. In addition, the state-space
approach imposes more discipline over the choice of …rm-level state variables as implied
by the structural model. Within a neoclassical model of investment, I focus on …rm size
and productivity shocks.
The Euler equation approach (e.g. Abel (1980), Shapiro (1986), and Whited (1992),
among others) also provides an alternative methodology to measure marginal q. Exploiting the …rst-order condition for investment, which requires the marginal bene…t of
investment to equal its marginal cost, one can replace unobservable marginal q with a
parameterized marginal investment cost in the Euler equation; and then use nonlinear
GMM to estimate the underlying parameters of the model as well as marginal q (see Appendix for more details). However, also this approach requires speci…c functional forms
for the marginal pro…t of capital and the stochastic discount factor. In addition, even
though the estimation of the Euler equation allows to control for expectations without
modelling them explicitly (under the assumption of rational expectations), in practice it
still requires to make a (somewhat arbitrary) choice of variables among the set of valid
instruments in the econometrician information set. In contrast, the state-space approach
requires signi…cantly fewer restrictions on the functional forms of technology and preferences, and can be implemented using fairly standard linear estimation methods rather
than resorting to nonlinear GMM techniques. Furthermore, the state-space approach
identi…es explicitly the set of relevant variables in the econometrician information set
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according to the structural model.
Unlike the existing estimation methodologies including the Euler equation approach
and the VAR-based measure of marginal q, which do not rely on asset prices, the statespace measure of marginal q makes an e¢ cient use of market values. In the construction
of marginal q, I only use the variation in market values driven by fundamental state variables, that is I only use “instrumented”market values. As such, the state-space approach
avoids measurement error problems induced, for instance, by potential stock market ine¢ ciencies (Blanchard, Rhee and Summers (1993), Erickson and Whited (2000)).

II.

Empirical Implementation

I now describe the data used in the empirical analysis and additional issues concerning the
state-space representation of marginal q. I then use the state-space measure of marginal
q to estimate capital adjustment costs.

A. Data
Our data comes from the combined annual research, full coverage, and industrial COMPUSTAT …les. To facilitate comparison with much of the literature our sample is made of
an unbalanced panel of …rms for the years 1972 to 2010, that includes only manufacturing
…rms (SIC 2000-3999).
I keep only …rm-years that have non-missing information required to construct the
primary variables of interest, namely: investment, I, …rm size, K, Tobin’s Q, and sales
revenues, Y . These variables are constructed as follows. Firm size, or the capital stock, is
de…ned as gross property, plant and equipment. Investment is de…ned as capital expenditures in property, plant and equipment. Sales are measured by net sales revenues. These
last two variables are scaled by the beginning-of-year capital stock. Finally, Tobin’s Q is
measured by the market value of capital (de…ned as market value of equity plus debt net
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of current assets) scaled by gross property, plant and equipment.7
The sample is …ltered to exclude observations where total capital, Tobin’s Q and
sales are either zero or negative. To ensure that the measure of investment captures
the purchase of property, plant and equipment, I eliminate any …rm-year observation in
which a …rm made an acquisition. Finally, all variables are trimmed at the 0.5th and
99.5th percentiles of their distributions to reduce the in‡uence of any outliers, which are
common in accounting ratios. This procedure yields a base sample of 29,564 …rm-years
observations. Table I reports summary statistics including mean, standard deviation and
main percentiles for the variables of interest.

B. Findings
I now describe our main …ndings. I …rst examine the variation of market values and
investment rates across portfolios sorted by …rm size, K, and pro…tability shock, A. I
then proceed to estimate marginal q and use it for the estimation of adjustment costs.

C. Market Values and Investment by State-Variables Portfolios
To gain some insights about the role of size and pro…tability shock in spanning the true
underlying state-space for market values and investment rates, I sort all …rms into 25
portfolios double-sorted on the empirical distribution of pro…tability shock conditional on
…rm size. Speci…cally, each …rm is allocated annually …rst across …ve …rm size quintiles,
and then, within each size quintile, to …ve pro…tability shock quintiles. Table II reports
the equally-weighted average market values and investment rates across the resulting 25
conditionally double-sorted portfolios.
Across all …rm size quintiles the pattern in average market values and investment
7

Erickson and Whited (2006) show that using a perpetual inventory algorithm to estimate the replace-

ment cost of capital and/or a recursive algorithm to estimate the market value of debt barely improves
the measurement quality of the various proxies for Q.
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rates shows a monotonic increasing relation with the productivity shock. This relation
is statistically and economically signi…cant. In the smallest …rm size decile, the equalweighted average market value increases from $0.02 billions for the lowest pro…tability
shock quintile to $0.11 billions for the highest. Similarly, the average investment rates
increases from 0.12 percent for the lowest pro…tability shock quintile to 0.32 percent for
the highest. In the highest …rm size quintile, average market values and investment rates
increase from $1.83 billions and 0.10 percent for the lowest pro…tability shock quintile
to $23.11 billions and 0.14 percent for the highest, respectively. These relations are
statistically and economically signi…cant across these portfolios.
Thus, the double-sort portfolio analysis con…rms that there is substantial variation in
market values and investment rates as functions of the underlying state-variables. I now
turn to estimate the marginal q using the state-space approach.

D. Value Function Approximation
I now turn to formally estimate …rm market values (scaled by the capital stock) as
function of the …rm-level state-variables in (10). The goal is to …nd a parsimonious
polynomial representation in terms of order of approximation that provides the best
overall …t for market values empirically and can be used to evaluate marginal q.
Several practical questions arise when implementing these approximations in empirical
work. The …rst issue is whether to use natural or orthogonal terms in the approximation. In this paper, I opt for natural polynomials as they make easier the interpretation
of the estimated coe¢ cients. The second issue concerns the order of the polynomial.
The choice of the polynomial order can be made according to standard model selection
techniques based on a measure of model …t such as Akaike information criterion (AIC).
Using stepwise regression analysis, I …nd that a second order complete polynomial in k
and a is often su¢ cient, and higher order terms are generally not necessary to improve
the quality of the approximation.
Table III reports the empirical estimates for various speci…cations of the value function
14

polynomial regression in (10). As discussed above all estimates use time and …rm …xed
e¤ects to account for potential aggregate shocks and unobserved …rm heterogeneity.
I …nd that …rst and second order terms are all strongly statistically signi…cant. The
complete second order polynomial in k and a, which also includes the interaction term,
explains up to 64% (including …xed e¤ects) of the total variation in log (scaled) market
values.8 Based on the Akaike information criteria, I then choose the complete second
order polynomial approximation in …rm size and productivity shock (column 3) as the
best parsimonious state-variable representation of market values empirically.9

D.1 Equivalence Between Marginal and Average Q
Given the estimates of the (scaled) value function approximation in (10), I can then
compute the “Fitted”(average) Q and marginal q. The “Fitted”(average) Q is computed
from the …tted values of the approximation in (10), and it provides a measure of Tobin’s
(average) Q which is maximally correlated with fundamentals (i.e. state variables). The
…rm marginal q is computed according to its de…nition as partial derivative of the value
function with respect to the capital stock as in (11).
For each state variable representantion of the value function in terms of polynomials
in k and a, I can test directly the equivalence between marginal q and average Q. Testing such an equivalence requires that @b
vit =@kit = 0, or equivalently that all coe¢ cients
corresponding to terms involving k are jointly equal to zero:
cjk ;ja ;j = 0 for jk = 1; :::; nk ; and 8ja ; j .

(14)

The null hypothesis in (14) corresponds to a test of linear restrictions on the coe¢ cient
estimates. Such an hypothesis can be tested using a Wald statistic (“qQ-test”), which is
distributed as
8

2
r

with degrees of freedom r equal to the number of restrictions.

I omit higher order terms because they are mostly insigni…cant and do not improve the overall

quality of the approximation.
9
Even if the quadratic and interaction terms do not increase substantially the overall …t of the value
function, they are statistically signi…cant and might be still important to explain variation in investment
through marginal q.
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The last row of Table III reports the p-values corresponding to the “qQ-test” for
each polynomial speci…cation. In all cases, I can strongly reject the null hypothesis that
marginal q is equal to average Q.

E. Estimating Adjustment Costs
Under the optimal investment policy, the maximand in (8) - i.e. qI

(I; K) - is

nonnegative. As such, the estimate of marginal q provides an upper bound on the average
capital adjustment costs,

( ) =I.

Table IV reports summary statistics for the distribution of estimated marginal q
and therefore of the upper bound on average adjustment costs. I also report summary
statistics for the observed Tobin’s (average) Q and the “Fitted”(average) Q.
Marginal q is on average much lower and less volatile than both “Fitted”and Tobin’s
(average) Q. As such, the average adjustment costs (including the purchase price) do not
exceed on average $1:03 for each dollar of investment. In contrast, under the Hayashi
(1982)’s assumptions of homogeneity and perfect competition, I would have estimated
on average an upper bound on the average adjustment costs at about $3:64 based on the
implied equivalence between observed Tobin’s (average) Q and marginal q. Therefore,
these estimates of marginal q provide much tighter (and plausible) bounds on the average
capital adjustment costs, regardless of the speci…c assumptions concerning the investment
technology.
Figure 1 plots the empirical distributions of the logs of the ratio of Tobin’s (average) Q
to marginal q (left panel), and “Fitted”(average) Q to marginal q (right panel). Marginal
q takes on values substantially lower and higher than observed Tobin’s (average) Q.
However, marginal q always exceeds the “Fitted”(average) Q. This is indeed consistent
with the model-implied concavity of the …rm value as a function of the …rm capital stock.
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E.1 Smooth Adjustment Costs
With smooth adjustment costs, the optimality condition for investment requires the
marginal cost of investment to equal marginal q. As such, the distribution of marginal q
corresponds to the distribution of marginal adjustment costs (under smoothness).
Under smooth adjustment costs, the average of the …rm marginal adjustment cost
of capital (including the purchase price) is only about $1:03 for each additional dollar
of investment. This estimate is about 2:8 times smaller than the estimate under the
“Fitted”(average) Q. Thus, if I were to use the “Fitted”(average) Q as a measurement
error-free estimate of marginal q under the assumption of homogeneity, I would have
substantially over-estimated the …rm marginal adjustment costs. Even more so, if I were
to use the observed Tobin’s (average) Q. In such a case, I would have estimated the
average marginal cost of investment at about $3:64, which is 3:6 times higher than under
marginal q.
Therefore, while accounting for mismeasurement in marginal q (i.e. using “Fitted”
(average) Q) is important, it is accounting for misspeci…cation (i.e. using marginal q)
that substantially improves the estimates of …rm capital adjustment costs.

E.2 Quadratic Adjustment Costs
In this section I investigate further the empirical magnitudes of the investment-q elasticity
using the new measure of marginal q. In order to facilitate the comparison with the
estimates in the existing literature, I focus on smooth linear-quadratic adjustment costs.
This is a special case of (4) with ' = 2, p+ = p
f+ = f

= p > 0,

=

+

=

> 0, and

= 0: Under these assumptions, the optimal investment policy in (8) becomes

linear in marginal q, and can be estimated as
qit =

Iit
+
Kit

i

+

t

+ "it

(15)

where I include …rm ( i ) and year ( t ) …xed e¤ects to account for unobserved …rmspeci…c and time-speci…c heterogeneity including di¤erences in the depreciation rates
17

across …rms and in the relative price of investment goods over time. The error term "
captures measurement/estimation error in the alternative measures of Q.
Table V reports the estimates of the adjustment cost parameter

in (15) obtained

with the widely used Tobin’s Q (speci…cations (1)-(4)), “Fitted” (average) Q (speci…cations (2)-(5)), and the state-space measure of marginal q (speci…cations (3)-(6)).
I use the di¤erent measures of Q as dependent variables to mitigate concerns about
attenuation bias due to measurement error in market values. Table V shows that the positive and signi…cant coe¢ cient on investment in speci…cation (3) implies an adjustment
cost parameter

of only about 1:46. This is several order of magnitude smaller than the

value implied by the use of Tobin’s Q in speci…cation (1), 12:18, and “Fitted”(average)
Q, 6:65. Although many factors including …xed e¤ects contribute to the overall adjustment costs implied by this linear-quadratic speci…cation, one could also obtain a crude
estimate of marginal adjustment costs by multiplying
investment rate. For

by 0:15, the sample mean for the

= 1:46, the marginal cost of an additional dollar of investment is

about $0:21 dollars. For

= 6:65, the implied marginal cost is $1:00, and for

= 12:18,

the marginal cost is $1:83. Assuming …rm and time e¤ects are roughly the same across
these speci…cations, these numbers imply that estimated adjustment costs are nearly 4:8
times higher under the “Fitted” (average) Q speci…cation, and 8:7 times higher under
the observed Tobin’s (average) Q. In addition, investment is substantially more correlated with marginal q than with the measures of Tobin’s Q including the (measurement
error-free) “Fitted”(average) Q.10
Finally, as reported in speci…cations (4)-(6) of Table V, I obtain similar results when
I estimate the investment equation in (15) using …rst-di¤erences rather than using the
within-groups estimator.
10

Given the quadratic adjustment cost speci…cation, I can also compare these estimates with previous

studies. For instance, Gilchrist and Himmelberg (1995) …nd estimates of
(average) Q and

= 20 when using Tobin’s

= 5:46 when using the VAR-based measure of marginal q (i.e. Fundamental Q). These

estimates, which correspond in dollar terms ('

I=K =

0:17) to $3:40 and $0:93, respectively, are

still an order of magnitude higher than the ones reported here.
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While accounting for mismeasurement in marginal q (i.e. using “Fitted”(average) Q)
helps to some extent, accounting for misspeci…cation (i.e. using marginal q) substantially
improves both the correlation with investment and the estimates of price-investment
elasticities.
This evidence still rests on the strong (though common) assumption of a linear relationship between investment and marginal q. Given that the state-space estimation of
marginal q is independent of the speci…c assumptions concerning adjustment costs, a full
nonparametric investigation of nonlinearities and potential discontinuities in the relation
between investment and marginal value of capital may further improve our understanding
of the shape of the optimal investment policy function.

III.

Concluding Discussion and Extensions

A new and improved measure of …rm marginal q - i.e. …rm real investment opportunities
- is surely a basis for a better understanding of corporate policies. Unlike much of the
existing literature that focuses on the equivalence between marginal q and Tobin’s Q by
imposing strongly counterfactual assumptions about the nature of technology and markets, I show instead how to estimate directly marginal q using asset prices under general
assumptions concerning technology and preferences. A general measure of marginal q can
then ultimately be applied to address several open questions in economics. In this paper
I focus only on the estimation of capital adjustment costs, and I show how an improved
measure of marginal q can indeed provide more plausible estimates of capital adjustment
costs.
For simplicity, this version of the paper only focuses on two …rm-level state variables
shared by a large class of neoclassical investment models: …rm capital and pro…tability
shock. While I show that these …rm-level state variables capture already substantial variation in market values, the overall value function approximation can be further improved
by augmenting the …rm-level state space with additional measurable variables including
employment and net …nancial liabilities. Those additional state variables would indeed
19

accommodate investment models with labor market frictions as in Merz and Yashiv
(2007), and Bazdresch, Belo, and Lin (2013), and …nancial frictions as in Bond and
Meghir (1994), Hennessy, Levy, and Whited (2004), Bustamante (2011), and Bolton,
Chen, and Wang (2012). In such instances, the state-space methodology can be used
not only to measure marginal q, but also to measure the marginal value of employment
(as derivative of value function w.r.t. labor) and the marginal value of cash/debt (as
derivative of value function w.r.t. cash/debt) so as to assess the overall contribution of
technological versus …nancial market frictions on real investment. Furthermore, given
any set of …rm-level state variables, the overall value function approximation can be substantially improved by allowing for time-speci…c polynomial coe¢ cients accounting for
the full impact of any aggregate state variable.
Unlike the existing methodologies, the state-space measure of marginal q is independent of the assumptions concerning capital adjustment costs. As such, it provides an
ideal measure to investigate nonparametrically the relation between investment and the
marginal value of capital to identify potential nonlinearities and discontinuities. In addition, this independence can also be exploited to validate empirically alternative class
of adjustment costs including those depending on the growth rate of investment as in
Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005) rather than on its level. Even more so, the
joint measurability requirement in the state-space methodology also allows for a fully
nonparametric kernel density estimation of marginal q, which seems a new direction of
promising research.
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IV.

Appendix A: Estimating Pro…tability Shocks

I follow Cooper and Haltiwanger (2006) to measure pro…tability shocks. I assume that
each …rm has a Cobb-Douglas revenue function F (Z; K; N ) = ZK

K

N

N

, where Z

denotes the productivity shock, K is physical capital, N is the variable factor(s), and
W is the price of the variable factor(s). The equations that follow are based on one
variable factor for expositional purposes but extend easily to multiple variable factors. Maximization of operating pro…t,

(Z; K; N ) = F (Z; K; N )

‡exible factor, N , leads to a reduced form pro…t function,

W N , over the

(K; A) = AK , where

1

A = (1

N ) [Z

(

N =W )

N

] (1

N)

includes shocks to productivity as well as variations

in factor prices and in demand. The exponent on capital

is

K = (1

N ).

Similarly,

the revenue function evaluated at the optimal ‡exible factor takes the reduced form
F (K; A) =

A
(1

N)

K .

The coe¢ cient on K measuring the degree of returns-to-scale in capital ( ) in both
the revenue and pro…t functions is the same. Moreover, the properties of the shocks to
revenue and pro…ts are the same up to a factor of proportionality. Thus, the estimation
strategy is to estimate

from either a quasi log-linear …rst-di¤erenced pro…t or revenue

regression on the capital stock. The latter seems preferred since there is potentially less
measurement error involved.
Let ait = ln (Ait ) have the following structure
ait =
where

t

is a common shock, and

it

t

+

it

is a …rm-speci…c shock, whose dynamics are given

by
it

where

i

=

i

+

it 1

+ ! it ; ! it

M A (0)

is a …rm-speci…c time-invariant e¤ect capturing heterogeneity in the average

…rm pro…tability shocks. Taking logs and quasi-di¤erencing yields
it

=

it 1

+ kit

kit
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1

+

t

t 1

+

i

+ ! it

or
it

=

where kit = ln (Kit ) and

1 it 1
it

+

= ln (

2 kit
it ),

+
1

3 kit 1

=

,

2

+

t

+

= ;

i

3

+ ! it
=

,

t

=

t

t 1.

Whenever, the standard assumption on the initial conditions hold (E [xi1 ! it ] = 0 for
t = 2; :::; T ), then by …rst di¤erencing, we have
E [xit
for s

2 if ! it

s

! it ] = 0 where xit = (kit ;

it )

M A (0). This allows the use of suitably lagged levels of the variables

as instruments, after the equation has been …rst-di¤erenced to eliminate the …rm-speci…c
e¤ects (cf. Arellano and Bond, 1991) as:
it

=

1

it 1

+

2

kit +

3

kit

1

+

t

+

! it .

I estimate this equation via GMM using a complete set of time dummies to capture
the aggregate shocks and using twice and thrice-lagged capital and twice and thricelagged revenue as instruments. Table A reports both the unconstrained and constrained
GMM estimates. All coe¢ cient estimates are statistically signi…cant and the test of overidentifying restrictions (J-test) does not reject the model. In addition, the GMM distance
test (D-test) also does not reject the nonlinear constraint on the coe¢ cient estimates (i.e.
3

=

ait from

11

1 2 ).

Having estimated a statistically signi…cant b = 0:51 (0:13), I then recover

(Ait ; Kit ) = Ait Kit .11

Although based on a di¤erent dataset - i.e. plant-level data - Cooper and Haltiwanger (2006) also

obtain a similar estimate ( = 0:59).
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V.

Appendix B: Alternative Methodologies

I now review the alternative existing methodologies available to estimate marginal q: (i)
VAR approach; and (ii) Euler equation approach.

A. VAR Approach
In their seminal work, Abel and Blanchard (1986) and Gilchrist and Himmelberg (1995)
propose to estimate marginal q using VAR-based approximations of marginal q computed
according to its de…nition as the expected present value of the future marginal pro…t of
capital:

Z

qit = E

1

e

s

t+s
t

0

where DK

K

K

DK (Kit+s ; Ait+s ) ds j

(16)

it

denotes the marginal pro…t of capital, and

it

denotes the time t

information set.
Estimation of marginal q then requires the speci…cation of functional forms for the
marginal pro…t of capital (i.e.

and ), the stochastic discount factor, , together with

a method of evaluating the expected discounted stream of marginal pro…t of capital. To
this end, one can assume that the marginal pro…t of capital and the stochastic discount
factor are each generated as linear combinations of the elements of some observable vector
which evolves according to a vector autoregressive process. The choice of some vector of
fundamentals observable to the econometrician then identi…es the relevant variables in
the time t information set

it

for the computation of expectations.

In summary, the VAR-based approaximation of marginal q requires: 1) (usually linear)
approximations of marginal q (as function of

and DK ) to facilitate the computation

of expectations of long products of stochastic variables; 2) speci…c functional forms for
,

and

(usually,

K

=

=K;

K

= 0; and

weighted average of equity and

debt discount factors); 3) the speci…cation of the relevant observable variables (often not
implied by the model) in the time t information set

it ;

4) assumptions on the dynamics

of the relevant variables observable to the econometrician (usually linear VAR); 5) no
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direct use of asset prices (unless potentially included in the time t information set

it ).

B. Euler Equation Approach
An alternative methodology available to estimate structural investment equations is based
on the Euler equation (e.g. Abel (1980), Shapiro (1986), Whited (1992), and Bond and
Meghir (1994)). We can rewrite the equation de…ning marginal q in (16) as
Z
t+s
t+
qit = E
e s
DK (Kit+s ; Ait+s ) ds + e
qit+ j it
t

0

for any time interval

(17)

t

> 0. This is the standard (continuos-time) Euler equation for

investment: the shadow value of capital at time t equals its discounted expected value at
time t +

plus any marginal pro…t ‡ow generated over the time interval

.

Since marginal q is unobservable, one can exploit the optimality condition for investment in (8) - i.e. q =

I

at any times t and t +

when capital adjustment occurs - and

substitute marginal q in the Euler equation (17) with the parameterized marginal cost
of investment
I

12
I:

(Iit ; Kit ) = E

Z

e

0

s

t+s

DK (Kit+s ; Ait+s ) ds + e

t

t+
I
t

Iit+ ; Kit+

j

it

:

(18)

Equation (18) is now only a function of “observables”and its estimation then follows
the procedure introduced by Hansen and Singleton (1982). The expectation operator in
(18) is replaced with an expectational error uncorrelated with any information known
at time t.13 Ex-post errors based on speci…c functional forms for the marginal pro…t
of capital (i.e.
12

and

) and the stochastic discount factor,

, are calculated using

In models without non-convex adjustment costs, investment activity occurs each period. However,

with non-convex adjustment costs, investment activity becomes infrequent, and the equivalence between
marginal q and the marginal cost of investment holds only when investment activity takes place. Cooper,
Haltiwanger, and Willis (2010) consider the Euler equation estimation in the presence of non-convex
adjustment costs.
13
If expectations are formed rationally, the di¤erence between the realized and expected value should
be orthogonal to information available at time t.
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observations on capital and pro…t ‡ows. Then structural parameters are estimated using
Hansen’s (1982) GMM based on appropriate orthogonality conditions. The choice of
some vector of fundamentals observable to the econometrician then identi…es the relevant
variables in the time t information set

it

which can be used as instruments for the

computation of orthogonality conditions.
In summary, the Euler equation approach requires: 1) speci…c functional forms for
,

and

; 2) the speci…cation of the relevant observable variables (often not implied

by the model) in the time t information set

it ;

3) no direct use of asset prices (unless

potentially included in the time t information set

it );

4) (usually) nonlinear structural

estimation methods.
Unlike the VAR-based approach, the Euler equation approach circumvents the direct estimation of marginal q by replacing it with the parameterized marginal cost of
investment whenever investment activity takes place. One can then compute the implied
marginal q from the optimality conditons for investment using the estimated structural
parameters.
In models without non-convex adjustment costs, one can always compute the implied
marginal q as investment activity takes place each period. However, in models with
non-convex adjustment costs, where investment activity is infrequent, one can recover
marginal q from the optimality conditons for investment only when investment activity takes place (Cooper, Haltiwanger, and Willis, 2010). As such the measurement of
marginal q in the Euler equation approach is subject to the occurence of investment
activity, unless one approximates the marginal value of capital in the remaining periods
of inactivity by solving the dynamic programming problem under the estimated model
parameters.
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Table I: Summary Statistics
This table reports summary statistics for the primary variables of interest from Compustat
over the period 1972-2010. Investment rate, I=K , is de…ned as capital expenditures in property,
plant and equipment scaled by the beginning-of-year capital stock. The capital stock, K , is
de…ned as gross property, plant and equipment. Firm size, ln(K), is the natural logarithm of
the beginning-of-year capital stock. The sales-to-capital ratio, ln(Y =K), is computed as the
natural logarithm of end-of-year sales scaled by the beginning-of-year capital stock. Tobin’s Q
is de…ned as the market value of capital (market value of equity plus debt net of current assets)
scaled by gross property, plant and equipment.

Obs.

Mean Std. Dev. 25th 50th 75th

I=K

29; 564

0:15

0:16

0:06

0:10

0:18

ln (K)

29; 564

4:30

2:26

2:58

4:23

5:96

ln (Y =K)

29; 564

0:97

0:74

0:50

0:95

1:42

Q

29; 564

3:64

7:09

0:55

1:39

3:54
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Table II: Market Value and Investment by State-Variable Portfolios
This table reports equal-weighted averages of market values and investment rates for portfolios based on conditional sorts on …rm size, K , and pro…tability shock, A. The sample period
is 1972 to 2010.

Market Value, V ($, bn)

Firm Size (K)

Pro…tability Shock (A)
Q1

2

3

4

Q5

Q1

0:02

0:02

0:03

0:04

0:11

2

0:07

0:08

0:12

0:19

0:34

3

0:18

0:27

0:34

0:44

0:90

4

0:43

0:66

1:04

1:48

2:59

Q5

1:83

3:35

5:54

11:20

23:11

Investment Rate, I=K

Firm Size (K)

Pro…tability Shock (A)
Q1

2

3

4

Q5

Q1

0:124

0:132

0:183

0:225

0:318

2

0:111

0:138

0:148

0:205

0:264

3

0:110

0:131

0:143

0:170

0:222

4

0:106

0:119

0:128

0:136

0:169

Q5

0:098

0:107

0:116

0:120

0:139
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Table III: Value Function Approximation
This table reports estimates from the value function approximation:
vit =

nk X
na
X

[kit ]jk

cjk ;ja

[ait ]ja +

i

+

t

+

it

(19)

jk =0 ja =0

where the left-hand-side is the log market value scaled by capital, lnV =K, k is …rm size, ln K,

a is pro…tability shock, ln A,

i

is a …rm …xed e¤ect, and

t

is a year …xed e¤ect. Standard

errors are clustered by …rm and reported in parenthesis. R2 denotes adjusted R-square and

AIC is the Akaike Information Criterion. “qQ-test”is a Wald test of the equivalence between
marginal q and average Q as described in (14). P-values are reported. The sample period is
1972 to 2010.

(1)
ln K

ln A

(2)

-0:60

-0:76

-0:67

(0:02)

(0:04)

(0:04)

1:01

0:50

0:42

(0:02)

(0:05)

(0:05)

0:02

0:03

(0:00)

(0:00)

0:09

0:15

(0:01)

(0:01)

ln K 2

ln A2

ln A

(3)

-0:07

ln K

(0:01)
R

2

0:63

0:64

0:64

AIC

77; 507

76; 919

76; 861

qQ-test

0:00

0:00

0:00
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Table IV: Distribution of Marginal q
This table reports summary statistics for Tobin’s (average) Q, and the estimated marginal q
and …tted (average) Q. Fitted (average) Q is computed as the …tted value of the value function
approximation in (19). Marginal q is computed according to its de…nition as …rst derivative of
the value function approximation with respect to the capital stock. The sample period is 1972
to 2010.

Obs.

Mean Std. Dev. 25th 50th 75th

Tobin’s Q

29; 564

3:64

7:09

0:55

1:39

3:54

Fitted Q

29; 564

2:85

5:14

0:62

1:28

2:93

Marginal q

29; 564

1:03

1:64

0:26

0:53

1:13
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Table V: Estimating Smooth Adjustment Costs
This table reports estimates from the following regression:
Yit =

Iit
+
Kit

i

+

t

+ "it

where the left-hand side variable Yit is either marginal q , …tted (average) Q or Tobin’s (average)

Q, and the right hand side variables include the investment rate (I=K),
t

i

is a …rm …xed e¤ect,

is a year …xed e¤ect. Speci…cation (1) and (4) report estimates using Tobin’s (average) Q

as dependent variable. Speci…cation (2) and (5) report estimates using …tted (average) Q as
dependent variable. Speci…cation (3) and (6) report estimates using marginal q as dependent
variable. In speci…cations (1)-(3) I remove …rm …xed e¤ects by de-meaning the actual variables,
while in speci…cations (4)-(6) by …rst-di¤erencing the actual variables. Standard errors are
2

clustered by …rm and reported in parenthesis. R denotes adjusted R-square. The sample
period is 1972 to 2010.

Within-Groups
(1)
Tobin’s Q

(2)

(4)
5:56

(0:73)

(0:46)

0:12

(5)

6:65

4:17

(0:54)

(0:39)

Marginal q

R

(3)

12:18

Fitted Q

2

First-Di¤erence

0:13

(6)

1:46

0:94

(0:13)

(0:10)

0:16
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0:05

0:14

0:21

Table A: Estimating Productivity Shocks
This table reports GMM estimates of the following speci…cation:
it

=

1

it 1

+

2

kit +

3

kit

1

+

t

+

! it

using a complete set of time dummies, twice and thrice-lagged capital and twice and thricelagged pro…ts as instruments. Standard errors are reported in parenthesis. CRS -test is a
test of constant returns to scale hypothesis

2=

1. J -test denotes the test of overidentifying

restrictions, and D-test denotes the GMM distance test concerning the constraints on the
coe¢ cient estimates as described in Appendix. P-values are reported. The sample period is
1972 to 2010.

Unconstrained GMM Constrained GMM
0:54

0:63

(0:13)

(0:10)

0:47

0:51

(0:12)

(0:13)

-0:29

-0:32

(0:09)

(0:09)

0:18

0:20

CRS-test 0:00

0:00

D-test

0:25

1

2

3

J-test
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Figure 1: Empirical Distribution of Q Wedges
This …gure plots the empirical distributions of the log ratio of Tobin’s (average) Q to
marginal q (left panel) and “Fitted” (average) Q to marginal q (right panel). The sample
period is 1972 to 2010.
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